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RON COVEY

Ron has been supporting the program for more 
than 10 years already. He came a couple months 
after Fr. Tom passed away, we believe that he was 
sent by God as a request from Fr. Tom. He's been 

taking care not only of the economic part but also 
advertising the program, updating the website and 
the communication with the donors. He has done 

an incredible job with all of that. 

KARLA 
GONZALEZ

Karla (32), has been part of the 
program for 8 years already, working 
in almost all areas: cleaning, tutoring 

and now as the president of the Board 
members. She is very formal in what 

she does, she has leadership and 
administration skills.
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SANDRA US

Sandra (23) is studying to become 
an architect. She is been involved 

with the program for 6 years 
working in tutoring, decoration 

and now as Vice- President of the 
board. She has shown discipline, 
commitment and responsibility.

CARLOS 
MIRANDA
Carlos (31) moved to Guatemala in 

2009, he was invited to be part of the 
program by Father Thomas. He was 

immediately enrolled at the university 
and finished his career as engineer. He 
continued working for the program in 
different areas, 6 years as president, 

also coordinating the tutoring program 
and organizing many math tutoring 

groups. Currently he`s in charge of the 
finances area. 

He likes to play soccer, read, and play 
video games.
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MARYURI
PEREZ

Maryuri (24), is been with the program
for 7 years already, she is been

working in tutoring, specifically with
the little kids for having the grace and 

patient with them. She´s creative, 
prudent and very well behaved. 

ISIS 
MIRANDA
Isis (35). She´s from Honduras, 

originally she collaborated for the
program there for 10 years then she
moved to Guatemala to accompain

Carlos, her brother when the rest of
the administration liders left and she
was also looking for an oportunity to

continue studying.

She likes to write, read and practice
abstract painting. At the present she
collaborate with some administrative 
task in the program and also in the

tutoring program.
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LETICIA 
VASQUEZ
Leticia (54). She started working at 

the tutoring program at the beginning 
just as part of the scholar agreement 

that every responsible signed for their 
kids, after a couple months 

collaborating, she decided to get more 
involved with the work in the program, 
so she started supporting the cooking 
team and other activities. Leticia is a 
very humble and helpful woman. She 

likes to read the Bible, talking with the 
people and she really enjoy to help 

with kids.

VIOLETA 
ESTRADA

Violeta (55), she´s been involved 
with the program for 8 years 
already, most of those years 

working with the administration and 
with the kitchen team. She´s a hard-

working woman, very simple and 
helpful.  
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VOLUNTEERS

Margori is Lesly´s mother- in law, 

they both have been working with 

happiness for the program. They´re 

part of the cooking team but also 

likes to help with cleaning. Is always 

a bless having them in the house.

Margori

Cameros

Lesly and her 

little girl, 

Giulianna

Volunteers

◦ Nancy is part of our cleaning team, she likes to

work with enthusiasm and energy. Both of her

little girl have scholarships for the program.

◦ Francisca is been involved in 3 teams: the

cooking, the cleaning and the tutoring team.

She likes to help others and work with the

little kids. She is very creative woman, love

singing, solve sudoku and play monopoly.

Nancy Alvarez

Francisca Medina
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